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Canelo Alvarez knocked out James Kirkland in the third round with a brutal right-handed strike. The fight was very short and the way Kirkland started round one was only one result and that he was required to knock out. Canelo dropped him twice, first in Round 1 and than round 3 before finishing it off with a perfect knockout. Canelo Alvarez returned to the
ring after a 10-month hiatus, and although he was expected to win the fight, no one predicted such a result. Kirkland came out swinging and caught in the first round and was knocked down and out of it all in one-way traffic as Canelo dropped him against in Round 3 before unleashing one of the most devastating one-punch knockouts in recent times. HBO
wrote on Twitter shortly after the fight. WATCH the overhand right from @Canelo, who closed the show on #CaneloKirkland - HBOboxing (@HBOboxing) May 10, 2015 Now Alvarez is expected to fight Miguel Cotto later this year and in addition to Mayweather-Pacquiao, Cotto-Alvarez is the biggest fight out there in boxing. Much depends on how Cotto fairs
in his next fight with an Australian boxer and if he comes out the winner we are committed to get Cotto vs Alvarez in what should be a cracking fight. Canelo Alvarez will take on James Kirkland come Saturday night at the 40,000-capacity Minute Maid Park arena in Houston, Texas on May 9, 2015. It will be an HBO PPV event that will also feature a very
competitive fight between Humberto Soto vs. Frankie Gomez, who will be a good veteran vs. matchup prospect. Boxing fans will want to get on mayweather-pacquiao, who turned out to be quite disappointed last week and Canelo Alvarez vs Kirkland is something that can provide us with what in the final weeks of the so-called fight of the century can't. Canelo
Alvarez vs. James Kirkland Broadcasting &amp; Schedule: This will be an HBO non-ppv event and will be broadcast on hbo boxing channel in the United States as part of the HBO Boxing Championship series. The start of the broadcast of the undercard fight between Soto vs. Gomez around 9:00 p.m. ET | 18:00 PT in the US, while BoxNation will be
broadcasting the card live in the UK, where coverage will start around 02:00 (Sunday). Azteca will broadcast the fight for free in Mexico's home country of Canelo Alvarez, while main event channel PPV will have coverage in Australia. Friday, May 8 - Weigh-in Live (HBO's official Youtube channel) @ 6pm ET Saturday, May 9 - Soto vs. Gomez Undercard
Fight @ 10pm ET Saturday, May 9 - Alvarez vs Kirkland Main Event kicks off @11.30pm ET. Canelo Alvarez is expected to take on compatriot Julio Chavez JR throughout the Mexican case on Saturday, May 6, 2017 at the T-mobile Arena in Las Vegas. His massive fight may not be in terms of competitiveness, but certainly if you take all the Mexican interest
in this fight. Canelo Alvarez and Julio Chavez JR are big names in their home country and this fight will be presented by Golden Boy Promotions and will be broadcast in the US on HBO PPV. Let's take a look at the fight night schedule and how you can see the fight live around the world. Fight Highlights: Canelo vs. Chavez TV Coverage Details: HBO PPV
priced at $45.95 can be purchased through official HBO.com/boxing or through local cable providers in the US. Azteca TV will have a live coverage in Mexico, while BoxNation set to broadcast the fight live in the UK. There are a lot of interesting fights on the undercard, which makes it worthy of PPV with fights, including David Lemieux vs. Marco Reyes,
Lucas Matthysse vs. Emmanuel Taylor and Joseph Diaz Jr. vs. Manuel Avila takes place just before the main event of Canelo vs. Chavez Jr. Canelo Alvarez vs. Julio Chavez Jr. HBO PPV FIGHT NIGHT SCHEDULE STARTS HBO PPV Starts at 9:00 p.m. ET / 6:00 p.m. PT Joseph Diaz Jr. vs. Manuel Avila 9:00 p.m ET Lucas Matthysse vs. Emmanuel Taylor
9:50 p.m ET David Lemieux vs. Marco Reyes 10:50 p.m ET Canelo Alvarez vs. Julio Cesar Chavez Jr. Main event begins around midnight Eastern. Fight Short Preview: This will be a catchweight contest at the agreed limit of 164.5 pounds. Canelo Alvarez is odds-on as the favorite to win the fight, and he is also on the side where he is guaranteed an $8
million payout and can add another $8 to $10 million from PPV shares and sponsorship deals. Julio Chavez Jr. was once rated as the next big thing, but his profile has a big hit over the past few years largely down to his off-the-ring lifestyle. Many describe it as a mismatch, but with all the Mexican injuries about the match this fight has enough interest and a
decent build up. David Lemieux is also battling an undercard against Marco Reyes and if David Lemieux wins convincingly enough last night he is next in line to face Canelo Alvarez later in the year. While Lucas Mattysse hopes to revive his career when he takes on Emmanuel Taylor. As the fight takes place on the highly coveted Chino De Mayo weekend,
the WBC has produced a unique belt for this fight that will be handed over to the winner last night. So you don't have it people all you need to know about the fight and what to expect. When it comes to television coverage around the world, we'll have more details about coverage in different parts of the world on fight day. However, if you tune in from a country
where there is no available coverage, you can always use streaming services, which usually have plenty of streaming links just before you start a fight relationship. Mike Tyson will face Roy Jones Jr. in an eviction battle on Saturday, November 28, 2020, in which it will be a huge fight for Boxing. It will be an 8-round fight that will be shown live on BT Sports in
the UK. We'll have live links before undercard fighs start on [ Live links to Tyson vs Jones JR will be available about 1 hour before the undercard fight start around 7pm ET/midnight UK time, we'll have links from BT Sports coverage] BOXING PPV SCHEDULE 2019 Canelo Alvarez vs Sergey Kovalev November 2, DAZN MGM Grand, Las Vegas Katie Taylor
vs Christina Linardatou November 2, DAZN Manchester, UK KSI vs Logan Paul (Pure Embarrassment) November 9, DAZN Los Angeles, USA Callum Smith vs John Ryder November 23 DAZN Liverpool, United Kingdom Deontay Wilder vs Luiz Ortiz November 23 FoxSports MGM Grand, Las Vegas Anthony Joshua vs Andy Ruiz December 7 SkySports
Saudi Arabia David Lemieux vs Max Bursak December 7 TBA Bell Centre, Canada Terence Crawford vs Egis Kavaliauskas December 14 ESPN MSG, New York, USA Gervonta Davis vs Yuriorkis Gamboa December 28 Showtime ATLANTA, GEORGIA ————————————————————————————————————————— We will
update the schedule as soon as new fights are announced, there are some interesting dates for 2015 that can include Floyd Mayweather vs Manny Pacquiao in the first week of May 2015 and if both fighters don't agree to fight each other we can get Manny Pacquiao vs Danny Garcia in April 2015 and Mayweather vs Khan in May 2015 Year. There are some
other interesting match ups that are highly anticipated, but dates are yet to be confirmed and with British boxing percpective, we have Carl Froch eager to tie up a bid to fight Chevas Jnr in Las Vegas, George Groves is in line to get his shot at the world title. [ This is the end of 2014, but that does not mean that the boxing scene will stop, in early 2015 we will
have some huge fights specifically in the months of March, April and May, and when we receive more news and updates we will update this page here ] Watch all major boxing/MMA/UFC and wrestling events here at thos. Links to the big fights will be available on this page about 1 hour before the start of the relationship. We will discuss any serious fight on
this site. Dubois is expected to take on Joe Joyce in what will be a huge boxing fight on Saturday, November 28, 2020 at Church House in London, United Kingdom. Both fighters go into this fight as undefeated and will want to build their careers. The fight will be a card not PPV in [...] Mike Tyson will face Roy Jones Jr. in an eviction fight on Saturday,
November 28, 2020, in which it will be a huge fight for boxing fans. It will be an 8-round fight that will be shown live on BT Sports in the UK. We will have live links before undercard fighs [...] Derek Chisora vs Oleksandr Usyk: The fight will take place on October 31, 2020, beginning at 19:30 BST. We will have links to the live broadcast closer to the beginning
of the fight. Chisora will face Oleksandr Usyek in heavyweight On Saturday, [...] UFC 249 has been confirmed and will be the first major sporting event to take place anywhere in the world in 2 months due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Dana White has been criticized for organizing such a big event so early however at UFC 249 taking place in Florida
there will be no [...] Anthony Smith vs. Aleksandar Rakic: The fight will take place on August 29, 2020 in Las Vegas, and ESPN+ has a live coverage from 7:30 p.m. ET. You can tune in here to get live links from the big fight night, from the undercard all the way to the main event. Smith vs Rakic TV [...] Shawn Porter is expected to return to the boxing ring this
weekend when he faces German boxer Sebastian Formella in a middleweight clash on Saturday, August 22, 2020. His huge fight as boxing returns to tv screens after a long pandemic layoff. Sebastian Formella is an undefeated 33-year-old German who [...] Dillian whyte is expected to take on Alexander Povetkin in his first high profile boxing fight after a long
pandemic break. The fight is to take place behind closed doors in the back garden of Matchroom boss Eddie Hearns. Whyte vs Povetkin is the main event of sky box office card where you cover [...] Conor McGregor will take on Donald Cerrone at UFC 246 on Saturday, January 18, 2020 at the T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas. It will be mcgregory's first fight
since his defeat to Khabib Nurmagomedov in 2018. McGregory hopes for a rematch with Khabib, but before [...] Tyson Fury is expected to take on Deontay Wilder in what should be a huge heavyweight clash for the WBC world heavyweight champion belt at the MGM Grand Arena in Las Vegas, USA. It will be a long-awaited rematch between the two, where
the first ended in a draw in 2019. Many [...] Tyson Fury is scheduled to take place on Saturday, February 22, 2020 at the famous MGM Grand Arena in Las Vagas, on Wilder's deontayurze. Wilder's heavyweight title will be on the line and Tyson fury will be hoping to win the belt this time and [...] [...]
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